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ABSTRACT 

While supporting a client with litigation assistance, I reviewed current PHMSA DOT 195 Hazardous 

Liquids Pipelines historical accident related data for general benchmarking statistical information 
development.  During the initial analysis exercises, I realized the PHMSA accident reporting form, RSPA F 
7000-1, had undergone a significant revision in 2010 and was now collecting more than twice the data of 

the previous version form.  In addition, the latest form has been organized with more multiple-choice 
user answers and standard format and units for easier organization, filtering, and analysis.  Initially I 
focused my research for my client’s specific needs. Later I returned the data source and conducted a 
more complete evaluation of the dataset. 

My evaluation any analysis consists of the following: 

● A comparison of the form versions and general observations on the now consistent format and 
units as well as the incremental data collected.  

● Geographical representation of accident history for 2010-2019, with volume and failed asset 
representation in point size scale and color notation. 

● Asset specific evaluation data for major categories including: Tank, Valve, and Pipe. 

● Each asset category analysis includes unique design trends related to: commodity carried, cause, 
year of manufacture, failed component, nominal size, seam type, external pipe coating, current 
function. 

● Each asset category analysis includes unique operational trends related to: natural force 
contributors, incorrect operation factors, equipment activity, year of install, availability and use 
of procedures, accident identifiers, corrosion type, current corrosion efforts, current integrity 

programs, and ILI history. 
● Accident release volumes and cost details for each asset were reviewed for financial impact on 

operators. 

● Operator Annual report data was utilized to identify any disproportionate conditions related to: 
seam type, manufacture year, etc. 

● Accident costs were evaluated with comparison to consolidated operator Annual Report data for 

predictive accident volume and cost per mile evaluations.  
● Key observations and recommendations were summarized for each asset category with 

available industry resources are included.  

I believe this data set and associated presentation provides a useful industry review for the last decade 
of hazardous liquid pipeline accidents.  Operator representatives for engineering, operations, 
construction, and HES organizations can benefit from the industry lessons learned, potential risks, and 

opportunities for improvement.  
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